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Abstract

Wind-related disasters will bring more devastating consequences to cities in the future with

a changing climate, but relevant studies have so far provided insufficient information to

guide adaptation actions. This study aims to provide an in-depth elaboration of the contents

discussed in open access literature regarding wind disaster adaptation in cities. We used

the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to refine topics and main contents based on 232 publi-

cations (1900 to 2019) extracted from Web of Science and Scopus. We conducted a full-text

analysis to filter out focal cities along with their adaptation measures. The results show that

wind disaster adaptation research in cities has formed a systematic framework in four

aspects: 1) vulnerability and resilience of cities, 2) damage evaluation, 3) response and

recovery, and 4) health impacts of wind disaster. Climate change is the background for

many articles discussing vulnerability and adaptation in coastal areas. It is also embedded

in damage evaluation since it has the potential to exacerbate disaster consequences. The

literature is strongly inclined towards more developed cities such as New York City and New

Orleans, among which New York City associated with Hurricane Sandy ranks first (38/232).

Studies on New York City cover all the aspects, including the health impacts of wind disas-

ters which are significantly less studied now. Distinct differences do exist in the number of

measures regarding the adaptation categories and their subcategories. We also find that

hard adaptation measures (i.e., structural and physical measures) are far more popular than

soft adaptation measures (i.e., social and institutional measures). Our findings suggest that

policymakers should pay more attention to cities that have experienced major wind disasters

other than New York. They should embrace the up-to-date climate change study to defend

short-term disasters and take precautions against long-term changes. They should also

develop hard-soft hybrid adaptation measures, with special attention on the soft side, and

enhance the health impact study of wind-related disasters.
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Introduction

As one of the world’s principal natural disaster types, wind disasters contribute to huge eco-

nomic losses and human casualties [1]. They are responsible for destroying buildings and

structures [2], killing plants on their paths [3], and inducing respiratory diseases in humans

[4]. The Emergency Events Database (EM-DAT) recorded over 2,900 wind-related disasters in

the past 120 years [5]. Among the recorded disasters, tropical cyclones alone recorded a fre-

quency of 2,299, second only to riverine floods among all disaster subtypes. Apart from the

high frequency, wind disasters are noteworthy for their devastating power. Disasters in the

United States cost the country 160 billion USD between 1980 and 2019. These include the

most expensive hurricane Katrina ($170 billion) and the deadliest Hurricane Maria that killed

almost 3,000 people [6]. Therefore, there is an urgent need for adaptation measures to mitigate

these adverse impacts, since cities are becoming more vulnerable due to increased develop-

ment towards risky zones [7] and reduced protection from ecosystems [8]. Stocker et al. define

adaptation as “the process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its effects to either

lessen or avoid harm or exploit beneficial opportunities”(pp. 76) [9]. It is demonstrated that

proper adaptation measures are cost-effective in decreasing storm damages in the long-term

[10, 11]. Effective track monitoring, early warning, and timely evacuation are principal mea-

sures to alleviate negative consequences [12]. Well-established watching and warning systems

for tropical cyclones are in place at the national level [13]. And also at the city level in some

countries such as Shanghai, China [14]. However, the combination of global warming and

weather variability is going to increase uncertainty over future wind disasters. Climate change

is expected to increase the frequency and intensity of wind-related storms [15–18]. For exam-

ple, sea-level rise will shorten the return period of extreme floods caused by hurricanes from

100 years to between 3 to 20 years in New York City (NYC) [19]. It is estimated that global

damage from tropical cyclones with climate change will be doubled in 2100 compared with the

baseline scenario, concentrating in North America, the Caribbean region, and East Asia [20].

The reliability of these projections remains in doubt. Because researchers argue that existing

databases are insufficient for long-term predictions due to the development of observational

technologies and capabilities [21]. Thus, it is understandable that conflicting conclusions stat-

ing a decreasing global mean frequency of tropical cyclones exist [22]. Cities should not only

take wind disasters as natural disasters when planning adaptation measures. They should also

realize their potential to go beyond natural variability in the context of climate change.

Wind-induced damages on buildings are characterized by the so-called “coherent phenom-

enon” and “damage chain” [23]. The “coherent phenomenon” is described in such a way that

once the eaves are damaged by wind, the roof materials will be blown away thereafter. Debris

flying in the downwind direction may crash into buildings on its track, then similar conse-

quences as a coherent phenomenon will happen, which is the so-called “damage chain”. These

flying debris are also responsible for human causalities by directly hitting them or by forming

obstacles on the road [24]. Nevertheless, the destructiveness of wind-related disasters comes

from more than the wind itself as wind disasters can trigger secondary hazards. For example,

tropical cyclones are multi-hazard complexes, which may occur together with storm surges,

floods, and lightning. The intensity of some secondary hazards such as storm surges is also

affected by the wind [25]. All these factors add to the complexity of wind disasters and the dif-

ficulty for cities to adapt. In this paper, we aim to address the following questions in the field

of wind adaptation in cities: What are the major topics, aspects, and contents discussed in liter-

ature? What are the focal cities that are most often studied? What kinds of wind adaptation

measures are often suggested or adopted? Has climate change been incorporated into wind

adaptation? According to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), an increasing number of cities
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have reported their concerns about increased wind risks due to climate change between 2012

and 2017. 109 reports out of 263 (41% of total) labeled serious or extremely serious risks. In

2019, 87% of wind risks had corresponding adaptation measures but they were yet to be fully

completed [26]. Concerns about increasing wind speeds were also included. Contrary to popu-

lar belief, wind speed in a city can be faster than in rural areas despite the rough landscape of

urban areas [27]. Ground-level wind speed increases significantly in streets between buildings

[28]. These winds are harmful to pedestrians in terms of re-suspended particulates and flying

debris [29]. Therefore, raised concerns as well as inadequate adaptation drive the academia to

propose more effective suggestions and address the problems.

Although case studies that discuss urban adaptation to specific wind-related storms are

available [30], a systematic description of adaptation to wind-related disasters at the city level

remains absent. Early studies that reviewed mitigation to natural hazards have failed to

embrace the concept of “adaptation” [31], at the same time, existing literature reviews put

more emphasis on general adaptation to climate change (including climatic hazards) instead

of focusing on specific ones regarding wind disasters [32–34]. Compared with responding to

long-term climate change, responding to extreme events is even more important since those

events are more salient and intense [35]. Our comprehensive description of adaptation to

wind-related disasters will be useful in terms of systematically gathering pieces of knowledge

and exploring innovative solutions for cities faced with severe wind disasters in the case of

finite adaptive capacity.

In this paper, we explore detailed contents in open-access literature that discusses adapta-

tion to wind-related disasters in cities. Open access articles and journals are developing more

rapidly than the average development speed of all types of articles and journals. It is becoming

a popular platform for emerging subjects and distributing literature [36, 37]. More impor-

tantly, open access articles are more advantageous in attracting stable social attention over

time than non-open-access articles [38]. Since adaptation calls for public participation [39]

and attention to the most disadvantaged population [40], open access articles are expected to

provide these people with desirable and useful knowledge in a low-cost and equal way. Thus,

we separated open access articles to see if they have formed a systematic knowledge system.

This paper reviews the adaptation of cities to wind-related disasters in a structured way,

with a special focus in the context of climate change. First, we developed a structured research

query for systematic review. Then we extracted, categorized, and analyzed the embedded top-

ics based on topic modeling. Next, experts read through the final literature database and fil-

tered out cities and adaptation measures. Then we summarized the frequency of cities and

adaptation measures. We presented links between cities and topics, as well as between cities

and adaptation measures. Finally, we concluded the important discoveries, limitations, and

future directions.

Methods

A structured search query for web of science and scopus

To answer the question of “what is studied” in a broad scientific field, we designed advanced

search queries for Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus to establish a literature database. Biblio-

metric analyses use these two search engines frequently. WoS and Scopus have a strong bias

towards Natural Sciences and Engineering in their contents [41]. They share some identical

journals while at the same time, each also has unique ones [42]. On one hand, WoS contains

more subject areas [43] and has the oldest literature that can be traced back to 1900 [44]. On

the other hand, Scopus covers many more unique journals [42] and non-English publications

[43]. We combined these two search engines to make up for each other’s deficiencies.
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When referring to the research questions, keywords related to three aspects (“city”, “wind

disasters”, and “adaptation”) were developed. We did not include “climate change” in the list

of keywords for two reasons. The first reason is not to limit wind disasters to climatic ones as

the wind disaster itself is first and foremost, a type of natural disaster. Whether climate change

could alter the frequency and intensity of wind disasters is yet to be determined. Therefore,

adaptation to wind disasters does not necessarily take climate change into account. The second

reason is not to connect wind disasters and climate change intentionally. We expect to see cli-

mate change emerge as the new keyword in the results to examine if current research has inte-

grated climate change into adaptation. Based on the authors’ experiences from browsing the

literature, potentially relevant words were gradually gathered and refined. The results were

sorted according to relevance after each search query was performed. Experts screened the

titles and abstracts of the one hundred most relevant pieces of literature to examine the rele-

vance and validity of the keywords. Phrases were connected by “OR” within the category and

by “AND” between categories. The period was from the beginning of 1900 to the end of 2019.

We chose all languages and all document types within the timeframe to comprehensively

include all possibly relevant publications. It is important to note here that only literature with

open access was downloaded together with their abstracts, authors, journals and year of publi-

cation, etc. The composition of keywords and the final search queries are provided in the S1

Appendix. After cleaning up the duplicate literature, the primary corpus was imported to

ABSTRACKR, a website developed for screening publications for systematic reviews. Irrele-

vant publications were identified and deleted after screening through the abstracts of all litera-

ture. Before the formal screening, two experts reviewed 20 identical pieces of literature

separately. Then, the results were compared and discussed to clarify the principles for litera-

ture to be reserved. Generally, literature that has nothing to do with cities, wind disasters, or

fails to focus on adaptation-related themes, was removed from the corpus. Currently, there is

no standard quality assessment for individual environmental studies. Tools applied in the

medical field are not suitable for this review because we target descriptive contents of literature

that are relevant to our topic. Our quality control is reflected in the process of literature screen-

ing where we made judgments according to three inclusion criteria for each article. They are i)

The article’s discussion unfolds at the city level. ii) The main disaster discussed in the article

are wind-related disasters. For example, tropical cyclones, tornadoes, sandstorms, and dust

storms. iii) Adaptation should be the subject of the article.

Topic modelling and content analysis

We ran a topic model based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to excavate topics dis-

cussed by the literature corpus. LDA is one of the most popular techniques in data mining,

and latent topic exploring is applied across multiple fields [45]. LDA realizes dimensionality

reduction to preserve the essential latent information by assigning a fixed number of topics

and corresponding possibilities to each literature [46]. Previous literature reviews have done

topic extraction in a similar way [47, 48]. LDA is a suitable algorithm for the analysis because

it does not allow subtracted elements to be negative [49], and it assumes Dirichlet prior at the

document level, therefore making it more flexible in representing and interpreting the litera-

ture corpus [50].

As a pre-processing measure, we deleted letters that do not belong to the English language

system (literature in Spanish has abstracts in both Spanish and English) and meaningless

words such as stop words in detected root words. The model then calculated frequencies for

the remaining root words and used them to generate topics with root words (set as 6 in this

study) assigned to the same topic according to the frequency of two words occurring together.
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Each piece of literature was presented with the topics and corresponding possibilities. The

topic with the highest possibility was regarded as the final topic of that literature. We ran the

model repeatedly, varying the number of topics from three to thirty-two, and compared the

meaningfulness of topics. Finally, the meaning of each topic was organized by authors

subjectively.

Text analysis was carried out simultaneously with the establishment of the topic modeling.

We referred to the fifth Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report [51] to

group adaptation measures into three categories and ten subcategories. Information about cit-

ies and adaptation measures was identified via manual read-through of publications. We

designed a template for filling in the targeted information (S2 Appendix).

232 articles were selected (S1 Table). There was a total of 221 articles downloaded with

abstracts. The earliest literature available can be traced back to 1991, followed by a more than

ten-year development stagnation (Fig 1). It was not until 2007 that the annual number of pub-

lications about wind disaster adaptation in cities started to show an increasing trend, albeit at a

slow pace. This is understandable since adaptation measures taken by developed countries

were still very limited even in 2011 [32].

Results and discussion

Statistics of the literature corpus

Fig 2 shows the steps of establishing the corpus. 87% of the literature consists of academic arti-

cles (total of 202), accompanied by very few conference proceedings and reports. The inherent

characteristics of WoS and Scopus determine such distribution of literature types [41]. Case

studies make up most of the academic articles. We retrieved the names of all cities that were

studied in the literature and the frequency that cities were mentioned and formed a map dis-

playing the geographical distribution of these cities (Fig 3). We find that the cities under study

are concentrated mostly in the continents of the Northern Hemisphere, such as East Asia,

South Asia, and North America containing most cities. There is a prominent research bias

towards NYC, which has been mentioned 38 times in total. The topography and coastal prox-

imity of NYC make it more vulnerable to wind disasters, which may trigger other extreme

events such as floods [52]. As a megacity, NYC is appropriate for city-level case studies. The

well-developed social systems in NYC may play a role in providing relevant research with

abundant data and sufficient funding. Most importantly, the sudden shock of Hurricane

Fig 1. The number of annual publications between 1990 and 2019.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g001
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Sandy triggered a tipping point that raised awareness of building resilient cities against severe

natural disasters and climate risks [30]. The other six most frequently mentioned cities are

New Orleans (14), Houston (7), Hong Kong (4), Galveston (3), Shanghai (3), and Tacloban

(3).

Major aspects and contents in wind disaster adaptation

Statistics and categorization of topics. We selected nine topics for final analyses after

generating and comparing multiple numbers of topics with LDA. Topics under this number

cover more areas than smaller numbers, and at the same time, avoid duplicate themes. We

subjectively summarized the contents of topics according to stemmed words from LDA

(Table 1). The number of each topic distributes evenly. 34 publications are talking about the

vulnerability and adaptation of coastal areas in the framework of future climate change, which

is the topic of the highest frequency. Although we did not include climate-related keywords in

the literature search, it still appears in one of the nine topics, which indicates the necessity of

incorporating climate change into the studies of wind disaster adaptation. 21 publications are

highlighting resilient measures in the local context, including those taken by communities. 20

publications talk about the damages of extreme events on cities, especially the damages caused

by cyclones. 19 publications apply models and big data to analyze the impacts of disasters on

the social networks and urban systems. 26 publications provide assessments of flood hazards

Fig 2. PRISMA flow diagram for literature search.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g002
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and risks in urban areas. 24 publications relating to models focus on simulations of wind-

storms and water surges. 28 publications talk about cities’ project designs in the recovery pro-

cess, mainly focusing on New Orleans. 23 publications discuss how humans respond to

hurricanes and other disasters. 26 publications are related to the health impacts of wind disas-

ters, mostly from Hurricane Sandy.

For literature published in the same year, they cover diverse topics despite the small number

of publications (Fig 4). At least six topics were covered in annual publications starting from

2011. 2013 was the first year that included all topics. But damages of extreme wind events and

health impacts (topic 3 and topic 9) were missing in 2014, and only health impacts made their

Fig 3. Geographical distribution of cities mentioned in publications and their frequencies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g003

Table 1. Summary of stemmed roots, nine topics, four categories and the distribution of each topic in the literature corpus.

Reference

number

Topics Stemmed word roots Aspects Number of

publications

Marginal

percentage

1 Vulnerability and adaptation of coastal areas in

the background of future climate change

Vulner, chang, climat,

coastal, adapt, futur

Vulnerability and resilience of

cities (topic 1 and 2)

34 24.9%

2 Development of social resilience of urban

communities

Resili, urban, communiti,

social, develop, local

21

3 Damages of extreme cyclone events on cities

and regions

Citi, event, damag, extrem,

region, cyclon

Damage evaluation (topic 3, 4,

5, and 6)

20 40.3%

4 Use of models and timeline data to analyze

networks and systems

System, model, data, time,

network, event

19

5 Risk and hazard assessment of floods in urban

areas

Flood, risk, area, assess,

hazard, citi

26

6 Model simulations of windstorms and water

surges

Storm, wind, model, water,

surg, simul

24

7 The design of recovery projects in the city New

Orleans

Recoveri, citi, design, build,

project, orlean

Response and recovery (topic

7 and 8)

28 23.1%

8 Human responses to natural disasters and

hurricanes

Disast, hurricane, respons,

natur, human, state

23

9 The health effects of hurricane Sandy on

population

Health, sandi, resid, year,

affect, popul

Health impacts (topic 9) 26 11.8%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.t001
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comeback in 2015. The past four years (2016–2019) included all the nine topics. Considering

the cumulative total number of studies, we find that vulnerability and adaptation in the back-

ground of climate change (topic 1) have been the focus of studies in the past five years (from

2015 to 2019). The risk and hazard assessment of floods in cities (topic 5) has become the sec-

ond most popular topic since 2018.

Some of these nine topics are intrinsically linked together, and they reflect a segment that

contributes to successful adaptation. We further categorized the nine topics into the following

four aspects: 1) vulnerability and resilience of cities, 2) damage evaluation, 3) response and

recovery, and 4) health impacts. The evaluation of urban vulnerability is the starting point of

designing adaptation measures. Because it examines the necessity to take actions and detects

the most vulnerable parts. The ultimate goal of adaptation is to reduce vulnerability and

increase resilience. Decision-makers can generate a more concrete idea about what negative

consequences wind disasters have on cities by evaluating damages. The results are useful for

cost assessment in pre-feasibility studies for adaptation projects. Health impacts are singled

out to differentiate impacts on objects and impacts on humans, as the latter cannot be mea-

sured directly in monetary terms. The response and recovery of cities will most directly reveal

how cities adapt to wind disasters, including cities’ post-disaster strengthening projects. Two

categories directly related to the design of urban adaptation measures are the vulnerability of

cities and reconstruction projects after wind disasters, which include 55 publications and 51

publications, respectively. Damage evaluation contains the most topics, and the number of

publications under this aspect amounts to 90, indicating that current scientific studies are

more focused on modeling, identifying, and assessing actual or possible consequences and

damages. Studies related to health impacts are limited and contain the least number of articles.

It indicates that health impacts are not yet well emphasized and require further attention.

Vulnerability and resilience of cities. Coastal areas are becoming more prone to wind-

related storms and floods in the context of climate change [53–55]. The concentration of popu-

lations and properties [56], the dependence on coastal agriculture [57], the inequalities embed-

ded in the socioeconomic system [58], and the reduction in areas of the ecosystem increase the

vulnerability of coastal cities [59]. Besides, coastal storms and floods, along with resulted sec-

ondary hazards, are causing injuries and mental problems and increasing health vulnerability

[60].

Fig 4. Annual distribution of topics for publications between 2009 and 2019.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g004
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Ghaffarian et al. recognized vulnerability and resilience as two crucial dimensions in pre-

disaster conditions for urban disaster management [61]. By establishing a vulnerability index

to wind-related disasters at the city level, more vulnerable sectors can be identified, and this

will tremendously help with planning and mitigation [56, 62–64]. It is crucial when cities have

limited resources and need to allocate them effectively. The vulnerability index can also be

established for specific sectors and specific disasters, e.g., Mallari et al. formed a vulnerability

index for the agriculture sector against typhoons [65], and Martı́nez Méndez et al. made one

for water infrastructures against hurricanes [66]. Likewise, scientists built frameworks for

assessing the resilience of cities [67, 68] and for exploring important factors that contribute to

the city’s resilience [69, 70]. McMillen et al. further discussed the application of resilience indi-

cators in practical management operations either at the community or the city level [71].

Ecosystems play an important role in reducing vulnerabilities to climate change and hydro-

meteorological disasters [72, 73]. Meanwhile, community-based green practices such as gar-

dens, are viewed as vital parts of the recovery processes after hurricanes [52, 74]. However, the

development of urban areas and the destruction of hurricanes have led to less protection of

ecosystems in cities [75–77]. Therefore, regulations and policies should are demanded to

strengthen the resilience of urban ecosystems [78]. Infrastructures in coastal areas are exposed

to greater risks of cyclonic storms [79], and economic damage of infrastructures induced by

hurricanes is expected to increase due to climate change [80]. Hence, adaptation measures

such as improving construction standards are in urgent need [81].

Although adaptation measures can bring about economic benefits and reduce a city’s vul-

nerability [82], they have the potential to cause negative effects on social capitals [83].There-

fore, it is of vital significance to explore the optimal adaptation measures [84] and decide when

to implement them in a structured way [85]. In coastal conditions, they should be flexible and

diverse enough to cope with more powerful storms and floods in the future [86]. Scientists sug-

gested scenario planning as an effective tool in ensuring flexible adaptation in given conditions

[87]. Solecki et al. proposed a risk management framework that allows flexible changes of man-

agement patterns according to disasters [88]. Nevertheless, resilience-building still has to face

multiple challenges that come from governance, finance, etc [89]. Besides, high-level adapta-

tion actions are not yet in place [90].

To summarize, the first two topics discussed the vulnerability and resilience of coastal areas

in the background of climate change and how to identify vulnerable parts by establishing an

index. Ecosystem-based measures are highlighted to help develop social resilience and adapta-

tion measures are suggested to be implemented based on scientific frameworks.

Damage evaluation. Topic 3, 4, 5, and 6 are related to the damages of wind-related disas-

ters. The integration of urbanization, climate change, and storm surges are causing damages to

cities [91]. The wind could either cause damages directly [92, 93] or induce secondary disasters

such as snowfalls, extreme precipitations, and landslides [94–96]. Development of residential

areas and migration to risky zones have increased exposure to tropical cyclones [97, 98].

Cumulative damages are expected to increase due to the rise of sea level and increase in the fre-

quency of storms [99]. False psychological perception of extreme events can result in more

severe suffering of damages [100]. The African-American community, women, and the elderly

are reported to be the most affected demographic groups by hurricanes and extreme events

[101, 102].

Floods along with wind-related storms are becoming principal hazards to cities [103, 104]

by primarily causing damages to building structures [105]. Factors such as climate change,

tropical cyclones, rainfall, and land use types are often taken into account when assessing cur-

rent or future risks of floods [106–109]. Flood mapping is the main method used to present

the spatial distribution of flooding risks. Based on the definition of risk, researchers usually
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develop the city-level flood risk index from a vulnerability and hazard perspective [110–112].

However, mapping without indicators is also possible. For example, Peng et al. mapped the

flood extent for Houston and Lumberton with spectral reflectance images from satellites [113].

Apart from flood risks, there are also multi-hazard assessments that incorporate floods with

other risks such as heat waves [114]. Further studies could be conducted by making use of the

results from flood mapping. For example, flood risk mapping and social indicators are com-

bined to examine the most exposed population [115]. Another example is that flood mapping

is used to study the relationship between flood and land subsidence [116].

Damages on the systems, such as the traffic system, in cities are among the points of atten-

tion. Takayasu et al. generally introduced the simulation of road traffic against disasters such

as cyclones [117]. Kontou et al. [118] and Zhong et al. [119] discussed impacts of hurricanes

on the road traffic and traveling time in NYC with the help of big data derived from the move-

ment of vehicles. Donovan et al. quantified the resilience of the traffic system in the city and

demonstrated the severe traffic jam after Hurricane Sandy [120] while Zhu et al. modeled the

recovery patterns of the traffic system after Sandy struck the city [121]. Some articles studied

the resilience and fragility of the electric power system [122, 123]. In addition to single network

analysis, articles were combing two or more networks to stress the interdependency of systems

and cascading damages of disasters [124, 125].

The overall impacts resulted from wind-related disasters, such as typhoons, dust storms,

and sandstorms could also be assessed by models [126, 127], regardless of poor data availability

[128]. Apart from estimating the consequential impacts, models are useful in simulating and

forecasting storm surges. Hurricane and cyclone-induced storm surges will increase the

destructions of wind disasters [129]. When combined with sea-level rise, storm surges contrib-

ute to a dramatic increase in frequencies of extreme floods that threaten the security of the city

[130]. Simulations with hydrodynamic models have focused on storm surges [131], and the

resulting extreme waves [132, 133], water level increments, and flood events [134, 135]. These

simulations play an important role in depicting and informing the risks that cities are facing,

and thus are of great help in preparing cities for potential disasters through adaptation [134].

Additionally, model simulation is useful in better designing or choosing adaptation measures

by simulating functions of controlling processes [136] and effects of adaptive actions [137].

The model forecasting range from indicators such as wind speed [138] and water level [139] to

events such as dust storms [140], cyclones [141], and floods [142]. Forecasting is indispensable

to alarm approaching disasters, and it allows more time for people to evacuate from dangerous

zones, thus avoiding unnecessary losses of human lives.

In brief, both direct damages from wind disasters and indirect damages from secondary

events such as storm surges and floods were covered. Network analysis was performed to track

the performance of urban systems, especially the traffic system. Models have been developed

and applied in assessing risks, simulating impacts, and forecasting future disasters to support

adaptation decisions in a visualized way.

Response and recovery. Resettlement of impacted population and rebuilding of houses

are the foci during the recovery period after tropical storms, hurricanes, and related floods.

There are articles introducing the modification of houses [143], the inadequate support from

local governments [144] and incompatibility of supply and demand [145], interactions of

stakeholders during the processes [146], as well as the necessity to adapt recovery projects to

local conditions [147]. Despite the urgent need for resettling after wind hazards, scientists

noticed the environmental impacts of temporary housing during the recovery period [148].

The idea of sustainability is incorporated in the urban post-disaster recovery projects [149],

with an emphasis on structural design [150] and green infrastructure projects [151, 152]. Hoe-

ferlin promoted sustainability by reusing old buildings instead of demolishing them in New
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Orleans after Hurricane Katrina [153]. Articles sorted out hurricanes that had struck the city

and the city’s development of adaptation [154], especially for Hurricane Katrina and the

reconstruction period after it [155, 156]. The city was faced with difficulties attracting out-

flowed businesses after the disaster [157]. The factors that influence businesses to make recov-

ery decisions were studied in NYC after Hurricane Sandy [158]. Apart from resettlement,

other post-disaster actions, such as responses to Cholera after Cyclone Kenneth [159], and

plans for improving water security and sanitation after Typhoon Haiyan [160], were also

mentioned.

The topic of human responses covers several types of measures for cities and their residents

to respond to wind hazards, especially to hurricanes. First, cities respond to hazards through

evaluating risks, reducing vulnerabilities, and building resilience [161–165]. Second, estimates

on total death during or after hurricanes are made to help provide adequate support to vulner-

able populations [166, 167]. Finally, humans respond to wind disasters by evacuation [168] or

by resettling [169]. Evidence implies that humans have a tendency to settle in disaster-prone

areas [170], therefore research on human mobility is important for planning evacuations.

Studies have shown that human mobility is resilient to wind hazards of certain intensity [171],

and it complies with the power-law [171–173]. Data derived from social media such as Twitter

is used for analyzing mobility patterns [171, 172, 174] and for evaluating economic damages

[175]. Research contents of articles under this topic are closely linked to those under topic 7

which discussed the reconstruction of cities [176–178] and recovery of markets [179] since

respondence can often occur after disasters.

Topic 7 and 8 reveal that households and businesses usually respond to wind disasters by

evacuation and resettlement. Human mobility patterns are studied to support the making of

evacuation plans. There are also studies working on factors that influence resettlement deci-

sions to assist cities in reconstruction and attracting households and businesses back in the

recovery process.

Health impacts. Scientists have identified that the elderly are more vulnerable to climate-

related stressors [180], though they tend to be better prepared for disasters than young people

[181]. A lot of articles are trying to estimate the health risks of the older population [182] and

their vulnerability [180] when exposed to natural disasters. Some articles capture mental dis-

eases such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and stress after hurricanes

[183, 184] A few of these articles focus on the elder people [185, 186]. West et al. [187], Grueb-

ner et al. [188], and Lee et al. [189] analyzed the geographical distribution and clusters of the

population prone to negative health impacts of hurricanes while Gruebner et al. [190] studied

the spatial patterns of vulnerability and resilience factors. Many articles studied social factors

influencing the resilience of mental illness, such as being a member of a community [183] or

having prior experience of natural disasters [191–193]. In addition to psychological health,

there are articles discussing asthma among children and the effectiveness of interventions by

providing consultations [194, 195]. Toner et al. summarized a series of adaptation actions to

health impacts from Hurricane Sandy [196]. Specific adaptation measures such as community

support for asthma after Hurricane Ike [187], stepped care and usual care for PTSD [197],

health care for evacuees during Hurricane Katrina [198], and application of the Geographic

Information System (GIS) in adapting emergency shelters to various hazards are covered in

different articles [199]. Articles under this topic largely used methods such as literature

research (e.g. [196]), telephone interview (e.g. [200]), face-to-face interview (e.g. [191]), and

questionnaires (e.g. [184]).

Few articles studied the health impacts of wind disasters on humans. There is an obvious

research bias towards psychological problems over physical harms resulted from hurricanes.
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Topics related to cities. We combined topics and cities to present topics that cities are

focusing on (Fig 5). NYC was mentioned most frequently for 38 times, almost three times than

that of New Orleans (14). Generally, the more often one city is covered in literature, the more

diverse topics are related to that city. Yet, it is not the case for Shanghai and Tacloban. NYC is

the only one connected to all nine topics, followed by New Orleans, which correlates to seven

topics. The remaining cities are related to two to four topics except for Galveston, which relates

to topic 9 only. The number of topics does not distribute evenly within cities. In addition to

Galveston, the health impacts of wind-related disasters were the most discussed topic among

NYC (13), New Orleans (5), and Hong Kong (3). It is also the topic that correlates with most

cities and the topic of highest frequency (26) among nine cities. Although the topic of recovery

processes also includes seven cities, its frequency (9) is much lower than that of health impacts.

On average, one specific topic is only connected to half of the high-frequency cities.

Analysis on adaptation measures

According to IPCC, adaptation measures are divided into three categories and ten subcatego-

ries [51]. We counted the number of adaptation measures for each category and subcategory

(Table 2). Structural and physical adaptation measures (42.2%) are most frequently mentioned,

Fig 5. The distribution of topics within high-frequency cities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g005

Table 2. Number of adaptation measures grouped by categories and subcategories in the literature corpus.

Category Subcategory Number of Documents Number of Documents within Category

Structural and physical Engineered and built environment 35 181

Technological 85

Ecosystem 24

Services 37

Social Educational 30 160

Informational 101

Behavioral 29

Institutional Economic 25 88

Laws and regulations 12

Gov. policies and programs 51

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.t002
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followed by social measures (37.3%) and institutional measures (20.5%). The structural and

physical category includes subcategories of engineered measures and built environment reno-

vation (35), technological innovation (85), ecosystem-based actions (24), and services (37).

The total number of measures amounts to 181. 160 adaptation measures belong to the social

category, which was further grouped into subcategories such as educational (30), informa-

tional (101), and behavioral (29) measures. Institutional measures are composed of economic

activities (25), laws and regulations (12), and government policies and programs (51). Infor-

mational action is the sub-category of the highest frequency, followed by technological innova-

tion. Laws and regulations are the least favorite subcategory which has only 12 relevant

adaptation measures.

Due to the extremely small number of adaptation measures connected with the specific

city, we counted the number of different types of adaptation measures according to seven

regions to which cities belong (Fig 6). The total number of adaptation measures varies greatly

between these regions. It ranges from 219 in North America (51%) to just 5 in the Middle East

(1.2%). Cities located in North America and Asia are more positively related to adaptation to

wind hazards while those in Africa and the Middle East are in the initial stages of studying

adaptation measures. Structural and physical adaptation measures are the most adopted types

in East Asia, Latin America, Middle East, North America, and South Asia & Oceania, in com-

pliance with the statistical results throughout all regions. In Africa and Europe, social measures

exceed structural and physical ones. All ten subcategories of adaptation measures are included

in studies in East Asia, Europe, North America, and South Asia & Oceania. Adaptation mea-

sures in Africa cover four subcategories while the Middle East covers two. Technological inno-

vations and informational adaptation are the only two types studied by cities in all regions.

Technological innovations dominate structural and physical measures in all regions, the per-

centage is 100% in Africa and the Middle East, 42.3% in East Asia, 57.1% in Europe and Latin

America, 43% in North America, and 44.8% in South Asia and Oceania. Informational adapta-

tion is currently prevailing among social measures. It accounts for 80% in Africa and Europe,

61.9% in East Asia, 77.8% in Latin America, 100% in the Middle East, 59.3% in North America,

and 55.6% in Asia and Oceania. Government policies and programs share the highest percent-

age among institutional measures in all regions except Europe (one less than economic ones)

and the Middle East (none). The corresponding proportion within the category is 100% in

Fig 6. The total amount and distribution of different adaptation measures in seven regions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g006
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Africa and Latin America, 55.6% in East Asia, 60% in North America, and 50% in South Asia

and Oceania.

We extracted the statistics of adaptation measures based on categories and subcategories

for the nine most frequently mentioned cities (Fig 7). Structural and physical measures remain

the highest occurring measures, followed by social measures and institutional measures. Adap-

tation measures related to these nine cities are responsible for nearly 65% of the total, 67.4%

for structural and physical ones, 60% for social ones, and 68.2% for institutional ones. NYC is

most studied in terms of wind adaptation measures, with relevance to 134 measures. Therein,

55 are from structural/ physical ones, 52 from social ones, and 27 from institutional ones. The

focus of wind adaptation measures in NYC is on informational measures, technological inno-

vation, services, educational measures, and government policies and programs. New Orleans’s

related adaptation measures are second only to NYC, a total of 60. Government policies and

programs, technological innovation, services, and informational measures are the most popu-

lar ones for the city. NYC and New Orleans have far more numbers of adaptation measures

than other cities. Meanwhile, they are the only two cities that have covered all types of adapta-

tion measures. There are no related measures of laws and regulations found for Hong Kong,

Houston, and Tacloban in the dataset. Apart from laws and regulations, Shanghai is not con-

nected to behavioral measures as well. Galveston is found to have the least subcategories of

adaptation measures in the dataset.

Conclusion

We reviewed open access literature published in Web of Science and Scopus between 1900 and

2019 that discussed adaptation to wind-related disasters in cities. We conducted LDA and full-

text review to discover major contents, focal cities, and popular adaptation measures in wind

Fig 7. The total amount and distribution of different adaptation measures in seven high-frequency cities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0248503.g007
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adaptation research. We paid special attention to climate change to examine whether it has

been incorporated into wind disaster adaptation studies.

We find that wind adaptation studies experienced fluctuated growth in the past decade. Cit-

ies located in North America, East Asia, and South Asia are more often targeted in this field.

This is probably due to the high concentrations of developed economies in these regions [201].

Also, they are associated with more diversified topics and adaptation measures. The literature

most frequently mentioned NYC and New Orleans because they have experienced Hurricane

Sandy [30] and Hurricane Katrina [202] respectively. It indicates that cities once suffered from

deadly or costly wind disasters are more likely to become the objects of adaptation research.

The four major aspects covered by the studies are 1) the vulnerability and resilience of cities,

2) evaluations on damages, 3) response to disasters and recovery processes, and 4) health

impacts of wind disasters. The necessity of studying natural hazards in the background of cli-

mate change has been recognized [203]. In this study, climate change is especially embedded

in the first two aspects. It appears among the key root words in the largest topic set, along with

coastal vulnerability and adaptation. This demonstrates that current research has noticed the

impact of future climate change on urban vulnerability since it is an external stressor that

enhances the destructive power of wind disasters. Cities located in coastal areas are of special

concern because they are at the forefront of many hydrometeorological climatic hazards. Cli-

mate change could interact with urbanization processes and wind disaster climatology; thus,

climate scenario is necessary for models which will allow scientists to obtain more accurate

assessments on urban exposure and future damages. Wind disasters such as hurricanes cause

abrupt consequences. But the impacts of climate change can be distant and moderate. More-

over, the latter often exacerbates before people realize them. In this case, adaptation measures

will both defend short-term disasters and take precautions against long-term changes in a

more sustainable approach.

Structural and physical adaptation measures are the most covered measures (181) in

selected papers, followed by social measures (160) and institutional measures (88). We found

distinct differences in the number of different adaptation subcategories. 101 measures are

technological innovations, but only 12 measures are laws and regulations. Adaptation subcate-

gories show diverse proportion distributions in cities in different regions. In general, scientists

prefer measures that are more easily achieved through technological development, informa-

tional systems, and government policies and programs. The latest study by Du et al. shows that

a combination of hard measures and soft measures can significantly reduce risks and improve

economic efficiency [204]. Though current studies present bias towards hard measures, the

hybrid development of both measures is taking shape. This calls for more attention to soft

measures such as the making of laws and regulations.

Only 11.8% of the literature concentrates on the health impacts of wind disasters in this

dataset. It is much less when compared to the literature discussing physical damages. This

reveals the limited attention that is paid to health issues. Meanwhile, their discussions also lack

links to climate change. Climate change is viewed as “the greatest global health opportunity of

the 21st century” by Lancet [205]. Incorporating it into wind adaptation not only makes causes

of negative health impacts more comprehensive but also generates co-benefits by finding com-

mon solutions. Health adaptation to climate change is expected to be part of national plans in

the future [206]. This potentially promotes wind adaptation even if a city has yet to realize that

health problems that can stem from wind disasters.

Wind disasters, especially tropical storms, have attracted much attention. These disasters,

along with their secondary hazards, are damaging urban systems such as the traffic system. Cit-

ies rely on all kinds of indices to evaluate their vulnerability and to identify the most demand-

ing sectors. They have also noticed the necessity to include climate change while doing the
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evaluation. However, the physical and psychological impacts of wind disasters need more

emphasis. NYC’s experience indicates that a catastrophic disaster can greatly motivate adapta-

tion progress in the city. Cities are actively taking various measures in forecasting and evacua-

tion, to minimize losses against disasters. Yet, hard measures belonging to structural and

physical measures remain more popular in general.

Our review provides an insight into the literature regarding adaptation to wind-related haz-

ards in cities within the open access area, where the public is provided with adequate scientific

knowledge and information. However, this study still has the following limitations and needs

further development. First, this study only depicts the full picture of wind disaster adaptation

in global cities but fails to tell the research contents studied surrounding a specific city. There-

fore, it is unable to offer concrete suggestions to designated cities. Besides, we are unable to

show the dynamic changes of cities that have experienced wind disasters on a longer time scale

due to the inclusion of very few numbers of articles published before 2010. Furthermore, we

did not explore the characteristics of cities that have more adaptation measures. Research

could improve by conducting a more detailed full-text analysis to establish actual relationships

between cities and adaptation measures in the future. The matching of cities and the year in

which disasters occurred as well as when the study was published could also be included in the

future. By collecting socio-economic and meteorological data of cities, common features may

be identified for cities that are more active in adapting to wind disasters.
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